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GET
CONNECTED
Grow a Desired
Team Culture

GET CONNECTED is a workshop that creates those special
moments in a team that we love to be a part of. Times when
you felt connected to the moment, the challenge, the task, the
team and yourself.
Many leaders are waking up to the fact the most important
factor for the success of their team and organization is
culture. The way they behave together can make or break an
organization. A company’s ability to consciously transform its
culture as a strategic tool to attract talent and sustain change
is now one of the biggest differentiating factors in business.

“We know we want to transform the culture but
we don’t know how?”

“Commitment is enhanced when all those
involved share a common vision and values.
Shared values builds trust, and trust gives
employees responsible freedom. Responsible
freedom unlocks meaning and creativity. True
power lies not in the ability to control, but in the
ability to trust.” -Richard Barrett
URL Video Link: GET Connected – Grow a Desired Team Culture
http://bit.ly/2lkBAnt

Workshop Outline:

This is a statement we are hearing more and more!

yyDiscussion on what makes a dream team;

Today, leaders are struggling with big questions such as:

yyCase study discussion on core business challenges
impacting employee engagement, inclusion, creativity and
productivity;

yyHow to attract, motivate and keep talented people?
yyHow to increase innovation, productivity, and customer
satisfaction?
yyHow to improve co-operation between virtual teams
spread across different locations and countries?
GET CONNECTED is a one-day workshop for teams to
support team development in the workplace. It is designed to
empower team leaders, and help them grow a desired team
culture.
Investing time to connect the people to the team challenges,
stakeholders, and to themselves is vital for successful
performance. The importance of growing a shared culture is
foundational for building trust and increasing productivity.

yyDeepen understanding of the values important to you and
the levels of consciousness you operate from;
yyUnderstand the dynamics of mapping and measuring
culture to support transformation efforts.

Results:
yyLeadership teams develop a strong sense of belongingness,
connection and trust.
yyShared values of courage, energy and inspiration to build a
desired dream team culture.
yyA deeper understanding of the dynamics involved to
map, measure and manage a workplace culture for high
performance and organizational growth.

WORKSHOP
LEADERS

Joanna Barclay is a published author and global speaker on
leading change, building high performing workplace cultures,
and values-based leadership. She is an award-winning
consultant with over three decades of success in facilitating
the transformation of leadership teams and organisations.
Joanna has been featured in The Business Times and on
Mediacorp radio, 938 Live. She has also been a speaker for
global conferences such as Asia Pacific Federation of Human
Resource Management and HR Summit in Singapore.

What people say thought-provoking
• energising • engaging

Lyn’s passion lies in facilitating the growth of individuals,
teams and organizations to maximize their potential. Clients
describe her as engaging, supportive, patient and positive.
They appreciate her style of engaging participants, harnessing
the voices and ideas, creating a safe environment for group
learning, and taking ownership. Lyn Wong is an IAF Certified
Professional FacilitatorTM, Cultural Transformation Tools
Consultant, Action Learning Coach, and ACTA Certified
Learning Facilitator. She is bilingual in English and Chinese.

Partial Client List:
yyYoung President’s Organization –
World President’s Organization - Malaysia
yyFinancial Women’s Association of Singapore
yyAsia Pacific Federation of Human Resource Management

“Joanna is Ted Talk quality and her idea
is worth spreading”
CC Puan, CEO, Packet 1,
Mobile Telecommuications Company, Malaysia

“It was a great session and a perfect way to wrap
up our conference. I’ve received many notes of
appreciation today. Your contribution to the
development of our leaders is truly appreciated!”
Lori Arpin, VP Communications,
GM, Shanghai, China
“I must thank you for a very useful session. Let me
also share that I really enjoyed the energy, clarity and
people engagement. I see cultural transformation as
key to the success of any organisational development
effort because how an organisation performs is
ultimately down to its people and how they perform.”
Raja Kumar, Deputy Secretary,
Ministry of Home Affairs, Singapore

yyHuman Resource Summit - Singapore
yyAmerican Association of Singapore
yyGM – SEA Region
yyRoches Diabetes – APAC Region

Media Endorsements

Leadership Development Products

“Lyn was very engaging and brought to life many
concepts in the training, along with raising the
confidence in facilitation of the caregivers.”
Daniel Yeap, Alzheimer’s Disease Association
“Joanna exudes passion, enthusiasm and energy in her
delivery, constantly engaging with the participants
to ensure their understanding, inspiring their
participation and inclusivity.”
David Hsiao, Managing Director, Ardentec
Visit Our Products to receive a Complete Learning Programme on How
to Build a High Performing Workplace Culture.
www.CultureLeadershipGroup.com

